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The objectives–
EU Climate Policy



EU Climate Targets 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The current EU 2030 emission reduction target is 40% to baseline level set on 1990 emission levelsHowever, President-elect Ursula von der Leyen has the following ambitions set for the new European Commission:Increase the EU’s 2030 emission reduction target to 50% Present a ”comprehensive plan” by 2021 on how to reduce the EU’s 2030 emissions by 55% Germany has notably opposed the plans to raise the EU’s 2030 emission reduction objectivesKey EU targets for 202020% cut in greenhouse gas emissions compared with 199020% of total energy consumption from renewable energy20% increase in energy efficiencyKey EU targets for 2030At least 40% cut in greenhouse gas emissions compared with 1990At least 32% of total energy consumption from renewable energyAt least 32.5% increase in energy efficiencyLong-term goalBy 2050, the EU aims to cut its emissions substantially – by 80-95% compared to 1990 levels as part of the efforts required by developed countries as a group.A priority of the Finnish EU Council Presidency:“Finland’s Presidency will continue to facilitate the process in order to define the key elements of the EU’s long-term climate strategy in the European Council by the end of 2019.”The EU failed to reach an agreement on the common strategy in July due to the opposition of Czech Republic, Estonia, Hungary, and PolandFunding the transition a key concern



EU Climate Targets 

Source: European Commission, A Clean Planet for All (2018)



What does it all mean for 
society



Political Context for the European Commission
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Pressure from two sides

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Biggest issue of the generation  popularThe costs  very unpopularBoth sides putting pressure  This is why actions do not meet the rhetoric”traditional industry” struggling with new global competitors. “new industries” struggeling with US etc.  Can European system survive the impact? Populism, unrest



Funding the transition



How much does it cost for the EU?

€180 billion/year 

Investments needed to reach 40% emission reductions by 2030 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The European Commission estimates:€181 billion/year investments needed in energy efficiency and clean energy technologies to reach 40% emission reductions by 2030 This represents around 1% of Europe’s annual GDP (~€18.8 trillion)The new Commission’s ambitions to raise the 2030 emission reduction targets would mean higher annual investment requirementsThe Commission has also acknowledged that achieving climate-neutrality by 2050 must be accompanied by even stronger financing efforts German federal budget 350 Billion/yearEU budget



Is it a lot?



Can we afford it? What to consider

CLIMATE 
POLICY

Energy poverty

Competitiveness

New Business Possibilities

The Cost of 
Inaction

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Worldwide weather-climate disasters caused a record-breaking loss of 290 billion euro in 2017, and are set to increase significantly with higher temperatures.Conservative estimates9 expect the cost of climate-related damages to grow as climate action is delayed, averaging around 120 billion euros per year in a 2°C scenario and 190 billion euros with 3°C. 



Is the money well spent?
Source: Australian Energy Council

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In 2018, Germany estimated that supporting renewable energy sources would costs on average €19 billion a year (current commitments under the Erneuerbare Energien Gesetz Act last until 2033)







Where does the money come from? – EU Budget 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Finnish EU Council Presidency aims to reach an agreement on the new multiannual financial framework (MFF) by the end of 2019



Where does the money come from? – EU Funding 
Available  

Sustainable 
Europe 

Investment Plan

Structural 
Support for Coal 

and Carbon 
Intensive Regions

Sustainable 
Finance

EIB Just Transition 
Fund Horizon Europe 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Just Transition FundA new EU tool to support the regions and industries most affectedSustainable Europe Investment PlanStrategy to make €1 trillion of climate-related investment available by 2030Structural Support Action for Coal and Carbon Intensive RegionsCohesion FundEuropean Regional Development FundNational co-financing programmeCurrently no Estonian regions involvedThe EU’s sustainable finance guidelines are intended to provide more clarity to investors on which economic activities are considered sustainableProposal on sustainable finance taxonomy criteria is entering inter-institutional negotiations in late-October 2019Legislative measures on the specific criteria are expected to enter into force     in 2023On 26 September, President of the European Investment Bank (EIB) Werner Hoyer announced new ambitious targets:By 2025, at least 50% of EIB financing should be for climate action and environmental sustainabilitySupport sustainable projects with more than €1 trillion between 2020-2030 (Sustainable Investment Plan)All EIB financing should be aligned with the EU’s 2050 objectives by the end of 2020Thus, the EIB will stop funding carbon-intensive projects by the end of next year



In conclusion

• The EU is looking to address climate change and emission reductions 
with unprecedented ambition and urgency
 Cost and impact on society unknown

• Reforms on the regulatory framework to push the transition will happen 
fast and have significant consequences to all energy sectors
 Necessitates active stakeholder engagement at the EU level

• The EU wants to ensure that no region or industrial sector is left behind 
and avoid political unrest – will the Just Transition be enough?

• The German model has not shown results in line with the 2020, 2030, 
and 2050 emission reduction targets – alternative solutions to 
transform the energy sector are needed 
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Tänan väga!
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